PAID INTERNSHIP
BUILDING iOS APP

About Us
The Invisible Disability Project (IDP) is a grassroots social/cultural movement and an educational media company that consciously disrupts “invisibility” imposed upon unseen impairments at the intersections of race, class, gender, and sexuality. We are devoted to building human connections and self-advocacy by consciously dismantling shame and stigma. IDP is a newly incorporated California Benefits Corporation (B Corp).

Requirements
• Available immediately; ability to commit to 40 hrs / week, flexible schedule
• Fluent in coding in Swyft
• Experienced in building app for iOS using Xcode as a platform
• Experience developing multi-step technical projects like website creation and app development
• Ability to manage and build data structure using CloudKit, Squarespace and Vimeo
• Positive attitude, willingness to learn about and adhere to the IDP mission and social cause, strong work ethic, attention to detail. This is a rigorous startup environment; we have a “do what it takes to get the job done right” attitude

To Apply
• Position is time sensitive, please call (858) 381 - 3433, or email monica@invisibledisabilityproject.org
• Salary based on experience + unlimited espresso